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ABSTRACT
 
Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) are used in fighting diseases such as leukemia, cancer and infectious disease. They are also 
used as starting materials for the isolation of T cells, N K cells, monocytes and dendritic cells for therapeutic applications. High viability of 
PBMCs is essential for efficient immunotherapy and consistent trial results. Therefore there is a need to isolate and preserve PBMCs in a 
standardized, reproducible way. 

Researchers at USCF are currently investigating the cryopreservation of PBMCs with the intention of isolating regulatory T lymphocytes 
(Tregs) for autologous cell-based immunotherapy treatment in patients with autoimmune diseases or transplant recipients. 

In the past, successful cryopreservation of PBMCs was carried out with programmable [step-down] freezers. However, they are expensive, 
difficult to operate, prone to malfunction and logistically difficult to install at all cell therapy collection sites. Researchers tested the CoolCell® 
container, a passive freezing device, as an alternative and demonstrated that PBMCs could be cryopreserved and recovered with high post-
thaw viability and cell count comparable to programmable freezers. 

Incorporation of the CoolCell passive freezing device in cell therapy research will standardize collections across multiple clinical sites due to 
its reproducibility, portability, lack of maintenance and ease of use. The ability to develop and store PBMCs and potentially functional Tregs in 
a cost-effective and reproducible manner is an important milestone in the ultimate use of these cells in the clinic. 

INTRODUCTION
 
The current method of cell cryopreservation for cells used in a clinical environment is the costly programmable step-down freezer. The table 
below highlights key differences between the programmable freezing method and the passively controlled (1°C/min) CoolCell freezing 
method: 

*Controlled-rate freezers require physical 

installation of two or more thermocouplers in the 

freezing chamber and on the samples that are to 

be cooled. if these sensors are not connected 

properly, the control system does not receive 

accurate data and will generate incorrect inputs 

of liquid nitrogen, resulting in sub-optimal cooling 

rates [1] 

In collaboration with BioCision, researchers at UCSF analyzed the post-
thaw PBMC cell viability and recovery achieved with the CoolCell method of 
cryopreservation versus the programmable [step down] freezer. 
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METHOD
 
UCSF evaluated two freezing methods, CoolCell container versus a programmable freezer, for PBMC cryopreservation and compared resultant 
cell recovery and viability. BioCision’s CoolCell freezing container is engineered to deliver controlled-rate cell freezing through: 

RESULTS
 
Recovery of PBMCs after cryopreservation: Average% of cell recovery after freezing with the CoolCell method was 77% compared to 72% 
with the programmable freezer. Thus there was no significant difference between the 2 freezing methods (Figure 1). 

Figure 1: Comparison of freezing 
methods. Graph comparing % of 
cell recovery after freezing with 
the CoolCell freezing device 
(blue) versus freezing using a 
programmable step-down freezer 
(red) in 3 different samples at 
high cell concentration. 

Figure 1: CoolCell passive alcohol-free -1°C/minute 
controlled-rate cell freezing container. Temperature variations 
are eliminated through precise control of thermal energy 
transfer, resulting in highly reproducible freezing profiles 
and a standardized cryopreservation methodology with the 
CoolCell freezing container (data not shown). 

Human PBMCs were isolated from residual plateletpheresis preps. A total of 10-30 vials each containing 1-2x 108 live cells per vial in 
1 ml of commercially available cryopreservant [Cryostor, Biolife Soln] were frozen for use in each method, and stored in LN2 for 1 week. 
Three independent samples were frozen with each method. Cells were thawed following standard thawing protocol, washed once and 
resuspended in media. Cell counts and viability were determined using a hemocytometer and trypan blue dye exclusion. 

• Radially-symmetric thermal exchange which ensure uniform cooling profiles across all vial positions 
• Highly thermo-conductive alloy core 
• Synthetic materials used in aerospace industry for lightweight & insulative properties 
• Conduction and/or micro-convection air control 
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CONCLUSION
 
Comparability between these two freezing methods has been successfully demonstrated in this poster using PBMCs. Through analysis of 
post-thaw cell recovery and viability rates, it is determined the CoolCell freezing method performs as well as the traditional step-down freezing 
method. 

The BioCision CoolCell freezing device is an economical, portable and maintenance free alternative method of cell cryopreservation when 
compared with the standard programmable step-down freezer. Through product engineering and novel application of micro-convection and 
thermo-conductive principles, cell cryopreservation can now be standardized with highly reproducible freezing profiles using the CoolCell 
freezing device. 

In summary, the data presented clearly demonstrates the suitability of the BioCision CoolCell container for use as the cryopreservation method 
for PBMCs. Adoption of this freezing method will implement cell cryopreservation standardization across clinical sites, resulting in consistent 
and reproducible high cell recovery and viability rates. These are critical factors for successful downstream isolation of regulatory T lymphocytes 
(Tregs) for autologous cell-based immunotherapeutic trials and treatments.
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Figure 2: Comparison of freezing 
methods. Graph comparing % of 
cell viability after freezing with the 
CoolCell freezing device (blue) 
versus freezing using a programmable 
step-down freezer (red) in 3 different 
samples. 

Viability of PBMCs after cryopreservation: Average% of cell viability after freezing with the CoolCell method was 97.6% compared to 98.6% 
with the programmable freezer. Thus there was no significant difference between the 2 freezing methods (Figure 2). 


